Ladies and Gentleman!
"We like to rely on experienced captains in rough seas." This saying has proved true once
again for ZEMAN as a partner for exceptional projects on critical markets. With the "Hidden
Champion" award, a follow-up commission to build a production hall with silo tower and to
expand and renovate the Krakow-Balice international airport in Poland, ZEMAN has shown
that professional and innovative project planning and implementation pays off.
Your ZEMAN Team

What's new from ZEMAN & Co – your
partner for complex architectural and
industrial steel construction in the
ZEMAN-Group
Award for outstanding services to
Austria's export business for ZEMAN &
Co
With the "Hidden Champion" award from the
Austrian Chamber of Commerce, ZEMAN is
once again demonstrating its considerable
services to the Austrian export economy.
ZEMAN was given the honour of accepting
this year's award on 24th June during the
export conference.
Besides the company's great economic
strength and sustainability, it was particularly
ZEMAN's expertise as a general contractor,
namely everything from one source, the
company's high standard of reliability and
innovation that led to this success. You can

find more information here.
Download the "Hidden Champion" certificate
as a PDF document.

What's new from PEM – the commercial
and hall construction professional in the
ZEMAN Group
PEM impresses with production hall
building plus silo tower in Novomoskovsk
The PEM company based in
Mauthausen/Austria was able to impress with
its reliability and quality during the
construction of a production hall in Neuburg
for the Knauf company and received a followup commission in the currently very difficult
Russian economic zone to build an identical
hall in Novomoskovsk/Russia. The
commission for the 9,000 m² production hall
for aqua panels plus silo tower includes the
planning, production and construction
supervision for all the building work from the
top edge of the foundations. The construction
of the new production hall in Novomoskovsk
is supposed to be completed in just three
months in November 2014.
The construction of the silo tower starts in
spring 2015.

What's new from ZEMAN HDF – the
specialist for design, planning and
installation of geometrically complex
cupola supporting structures made of
steel and glass in the ZEMAN Group
ZEMAN HDF impresses with airport
projects and is commissioned with the
expansion and renovation of the John
Paul II International Airport Krakow-Balice
in Poland
Having successfully completed airport
projects in Lublin, Modlin and Warsaw
ZEMAN HDF is facing a new challenge of an
unprecedented dimension: the expansion and

renovation of Krakow airport.
The commission includes the construction of
a new airport building, the partial demolition
of the existing building, the construction of a
new building in the same place and the fusion
of the two buildings into a large functional
and architecturally impressive airport facility,
which will meet the growing demands of the
city of Krakow. With 4,800 tons of steel used
in the construction of the main building and
the façade structure's prism made up of
triangles, which is being manufactured in
ZEMAN's own company Zekon in Poland,
this project is the largest in ZEMAN HDF's
history. The new airport in Krakow will be
completed in the middle of 2015.

